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Even if
you end
up in the
rain…

…good

PM keeps
you in the
game.

See Pages 56-57 to learn about DAC’s ammo and explosives apps!

PS Has Your Back!
Korea

VietNam

GulF War

Iraq/
afghAnistAn

Here, I think you’ll need this!

T

he Army budget was big over the last 14 years. Lots of new equipment and extensive
contractor support. Now one word—sustainment—tells us that something’s changed.
That word cements the fact that Army funding is decreasing; end strength is
declining, too. The era when supplies were plentiful and Soldiers could hand over
most maintenance and repair tasks to contractors has ended.
As contractor support winds down, many Soldiers must learn or relearn how to
maintain Army equipment. But the equipment is more complex and the budget is more
limited than ever. It’s the ultimate challenge of “Do more with less.”
We know fewer Soldiers loaded with more responsibilities equals a mighty heavy
load in the maintenance lane. Fortunately, that’s one area where we can help.
We’ve got 65 years under our belt at PS Magazine, so we’ve weathered a few
drawdowns over the decades. We know it’s an uncertain and even scary time, but like
always, we’ve got your back.
To stay in the know, read current and prior PS issues at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
Keep the know-how coming right to your unit with a subscription to PS. Find out
how at: https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/ps-subscription.cfm
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Double V-Hull Strykers…

Proper
Torque
PPl u gs
oil leaks!

Heads up, Stryker
mechanics! Quite a
few double V-hull
Strykers are
developing leaks at
the oil pan drain.

if enough oil leaks,
the Stryker’s C7
engine is severely
damaged, costing
your unit big money.

PS 761

You LOok
AwFul! WhAt’s
wrONG?

Leaks happen
when the 90-degree
elbow fitting, which
attaches to the oil
drain tube, is torqued
too tight while
attaching it and the
fitting adapter to
the bottom of the
drain pan.
A too-tight fitting
can damage the
insert where the
fitting attaches to
the oil pan drain. If
the insert is damaged
or pulls away from
the drain pan, an oil
leak starts.
So during services,
torque the fitting
to 33-37 lb-ft, but
no tighter. That will
keep the fitting in
place and keep leaks
from happening.

3

My OiL Pan DRAin
gOt dAmaGED during
ServiCEs anD NOw I
GoT An Oil leAK!

Oil
can leak
if insert is
damaged
or missing

Oil pan
drain insert
can be
damaged
or pull loose
if fitting is
too tight

Torque 90-degree
elbow fitting to
33-37 lb-ft

APR 16

Stryker…
MisSion
TimE, gOod
BUDdy!

Step Back From

Emergency
Fuel Shutoff

DAMAGE!
remember
what happened
last time, so
WatCh whEre
yOu pUt thosE
biG FeEt!

crewmen, the driver’s compartment in your Stryker can be tight quarters. So be very
careful to not damage the emergency fuel shutoff panel when you’re squeezing in and
out of the compartment.
Emergency fuel shutoff panel can be
One wrong move and your boots can
damaged when entering or exiting
easily knock the panel, NSN 2910-20-006driver’s compartment
8496, out of action. And without a working
emergency fuel shutoff panel, your Stryker
is NMC! Replacing it will set your unit back
about $2,800.
It’s also easy for your personal gear,
including weapons, to snag the panel and
tear off circuit breakers, switch guards and
switches. So easy does it when you’re getting
in and out of the driver’s compartment.

Later, after

I didN’t STeP oN AnythinG I ShoulDn’t Have!

the mission…

YOU’re so gOod
on Your fEet, yOu
reaLly oughta be
on DAnciNG witH
thE sTARs!

PS 761
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Plug Away
Fuel Pump Problems

Stryker…

Well,
that
TAKes
CAre
Of
thiS
weEK’s
PMcS.

waiT A MinutE,
PaL! What
ABout MY hUlL
DraiN PLuGs?

Avoid those problems by opening
the hull access door in the rear
center floor plate during weekly
PMCS and after every operation.

Remove drain
plugs during
weekly PMCS,
after every
operation and
during services

Look and smell for fuel and
hydraulic fluid at the bottom
of the hull.
Tell your mechanic right away
if you see evidence of leaks.
if everything checks out,
open all 15 drain plugs and
allow any collected moisture
to drain into a drip pan.

Mechanics, during services check both of
the electrical fuel pumps’ wiring seals for
signs of cracks, erosion or fuel leakage.
if you see any, replace
the pump and submit a
product quality deficiency
report (PQDR).

Replace fuel pump
if wiring seals show
signs of leaking

File PQDRs through
the product data reporting and
evaluation program (PDREP).
Access PDREP at:

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/
crewmen,
removing your
Stryker’s hull
drain plugs after
every mission and
during weekly
PMCS can save
you an awful lot
of headaches.

A leak from one of
the electrical fuel
pumps, located
at the rear of the
vehicle, lets fuel
collect underneath
the floor plates.

And those
The fumes are
leaks can go
bad for you and
undetected
the spilled fuel
for a long
could even cause a
fire or hazardous time because
of their
materials
location.
(HAZMAT) spill.

Fuel pumps can leak fuel into hull

M88A2 Recovery Vehicle…

Clamp
Clamp
Down
Down
Power
Power
Cable
Cable
damage
damage
PS 761

I’m rEaDY to
do some towing
today, budDy!

6

That’s great! but first let me
make sure your GeneRATor’s POWer
cable doeSn’T Get DamAgEd.

APR 16

Avoid those problems by opening
the hull access door in the rear
center floor plate during weekly
PMCS and after every operation.

m

echanics, the generator’s power cable and the oil line fitting connector in
your M88A2 recovery vehicle’s engine compartment have been caught rubbing
shoulders again.
That’s bad because
if the connector, NSN
4730-01-032-1393,
rubs through the power
cable, NSN 2590-01497-9452, the cable
can short out. And
that can cause fuel
Power cable
and oil in the engine
can be
damaged
compartment to
from
catch fire!

Remove drain
plugs during
weekly PMCS,
after every
operation and
during services

Look and smell for fuel and
hydraulic fluid at the bottom
of the hull.
Tell your mechanic right away
if you see evidence of leaks.
if everything checks out,
open all 15 drain plugs and
allow any collected moisture
to drain into a drip pan.

Mechanics, during services check both of
the electrical fuel pumps’ wiring seals for
signs of cracks, erosion or fuel leakage.
if you see any, replace
the pump and submit a
product quality deficiency
report (PQDR).

Replace fuel pump
if wiring seals show
signs of leaking

You can keep that
from happening by
using a precut hose,
NSN 4720-01-5065538, as a protective
sheath over the
power cable.

File PQDRs through
the product data reporting and
evaluation program (PDREP).
Access PDREP at:

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/

Here’s how:

M88A2 Recovery Vehicle…

Clamp
Clamp
Down
Down
Power
Power
Cable
Cable
damage
damage
PS 761
761 06-07.indd 1-2

I’m rEaDY to
do some towing
today, budDy!
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That’s great! but first let me
make sure your GeneRATor’s POWer
cable doeSn’T Get DamAgEd.
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contact
with oil
line fitting
connector

Secure precut hose,
NSN 472001-5065538, with
three cable
ties, NSN
5975-00074-2072

1. Replace the power cable before installing the precut hose if it’s already been damaged
from contact with the oil line fitting connector.
2. Clean the area on the cable where you’ll install the pre-cut hose with a mild soap and
water solution or dry cleaning solvent. That’ll remove any oil that could cause the hose
to shift.
3. Center the hose in the area where the connector makes contact with the cable. The
seam of the hose should face outward.
4. Use three cable ties, NSN 5975-00-074-2072, equally spaced, to tighten down the hose.
Just make sure the center cable tie isn’t positioned where it’ll make contact with the
connector.

Check out TACOM Ground Precautionary Action Message 15-007 for more
information. You’ll find it on the TACOM-Unique Logistics Support Applications
(TULSA) website:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=GPA15-007.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must request access.
Questions? Contact Terry Smart, DSN 282-7849, (586) 282-7849, or email:
terry.d.smart2.civ@mail.mil
2/21/16 11:02 PM

M119A3 Howitzer…

HERe’S hOW
YoU CAN
heLP ME! sO

liSTeN up!

Store the

Store azimuth knob directly over plate

M2 aiming circle

properly to
prevent damage.
Screw the legs
all the way in.
Store the azimuth
knob directly
over the ID
plate. Otherwise,
the M2 won’t
fit in its case
properly.

ID plate
When you force the lid shut, the
elevation knob’s worm shaft can be bent.
Then you’re talking a major repair.

Remove batteries for support equipment
when you’re not firing for long periods.
Otherwise, those batteries leak and the
equipment is damaged by corrosion. Which
equipment?

How To Help
Your Howitzer
Sometimes it’s
the little things
that can help a

big guy

like the M119A3
howitzer.
Read and
heed, howitzer
crews!

Use caps for the cable connectors whenever the cables are
disconnected. Those caps are the
only protection the connectors have
from dirt and sand that can plug
them up. Unfortunately, it doesn’t
take many trips to the field before
caps disappear. Don’t wait for the
caps to magically reappear. Tell
your repairman ASAP so he can get
them replaced.

• M187A1 telescope mount,
• M137A2 panoramic telescope,
• M140A1 alignment device,
• M90A3 straight telescope.

Use caps when cables
are disconnected

Don’t forget key washers
when installing bolts for the
cradle extension sector gear
and the nuts for the saddle.
Without the key washers, the
bolts and nuts will back out
during firing.

PS 761
761 08-09.indd 1-2
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Remove
batteries
for
telescopes
and
alignment
devices
when
not firing
for long
periods

Check for the M140A1 alignment
device’s O-ring. When the M140A1’s light kit
is removed, the O-ring often disappears. No
O-ring means moisture can get in the M140A1
and then you can’t see anything. Check for the
O-ring after taking off the light kit.
One other M140A1 tip: Don’t take off the light kit if the battery goes bad. Just
replace the battery. Remember, you’ll get much more power from the 3.6V AA
lithium battery, NSN 6135-01-523-3198.
Don’t

overdo lubing
the elevation
gear box.
if you pump
and pump
grease in the
gear box,
its seals

pop!

APR 16

Just pump
WTR in the
fitting until
WTR comes
back out of
the fitting.

Lube elevation gear box until
grease comes out fitting

Then stop!

3/1/16 3:21 PM
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Lead-Acid Batteries…
Half-Mast,
Batteries sure
take a hit in
the heat.

is there
an NSN for
distilled
water?

Chill with distilled
goOd question,
sergeant!

you can Order six 1-gal units of distilled water
with NSN 6810-00-682-6867. Or get One 5-gal
container with NSN 6810-00-356-4936.
Both

NSNs are
managed by
the Defense
Logistics
Agency
(DLA). They
may have
other
distilled
water
options.

Fill cells with distilled water to within 1/4 inch of filler cap neck
For help or to order DLA-managed items,
contact: DLA Customer Interaction Center,
Toll Free: (87 7) 352-2255, DSn 661-7 766,
OCONUS DSN (312) 661-7 766, (269) 961-7 766,
or email: dlacontactcenter@dla.mil
Also, if your base or post has a chemical
testing area, they may have a ready supply of
distilled water that is self-generated or they
might recommend a local procurement source.

PS 761
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Up-armored
HMMWVs…

Movement Matters for Steering Check
Wait! There’s an
update to how you
check my steering.

I just
need to
move a
little bit!

Any chance of an update
on this PMCS item? I
believe that as long as the
steering components are
all there and serviceable,
drivers should be able
to drive the vehicle slowly
while checking for
free movement.
Mr. M.D.G.

First, a qualification:

While the TM says to move the
steering from left to right, there’s
no requirement to turn it fully from stop
to stop. Drivers who do that are just
making their jobs harder.
A HMMWV with steering that turns from
left to right with normal or slightly more
than normal effort while the vehicle is
sitting still is usually good to go.

But with the addition of armor protection

Ugh! I can’t
turn the steering
wheel.

you bet, sir!
TACOM is working
to update
TM 9-2320-387-10
to include the
correct
procedure.

Guess
you’re NMC,
pal!

Dear Half-Mast,
We’ve come across an issue about how to properly check the power
steering on up-armored HMMWVs.
Item 20 of the Before PMCS in TM 9-2320-387-10 (Item 19 in TM
9-2320-387-13&P) says that with the engine running, the steering wheel
should move freely from left to right. If it doesn’t, the vehicle is NMC.
But with the weight of the vehicle, plus the friction generated between
the tire and road, the steering is tough to move on all of our vehicles.

Until
that
happens,
pull out
your
stubby
pencil
and make
a few
changes.

kits and the resulting strain on overloaded axles, some up-armored HMMWVs
won’t pass this static steering check.
if your hMmWV is in that category,
recheck the steering wheel like this…

1. Position the vehicle in an area to allow enough
room to operate for a short distance at 5-10
mph in a zig-zag pattern with no obstructions.
2. With the vehicle at idle, the transfer in H,
and the transmission in drive (D), allow the
vehicle to move forward at not less than 5 and
not more than 10 mph. As the vehicle moves
forward, turn the steering wheel from right to
left. The steering wheel should move freely.

Transportation…

Shipping
Shipping
HIPPO by
by
HIPPO
Rail
Rail

Come on in!
The water’s
fine.

Not
today,
pal!

W e imagine hippos around water, but there’s one case where H O needs to be scarce:
W
2

when the Army’s M105 HIPPO, NSN 5430-01-487-7760, has to be shipped by rail. In that
case, the water tank must be drained completely. Secure the HIPPO on a container on
flatcar (COFC) or DODX flatcar using 20-ft ISO locks.

PS 761
761 12-13.indd 1-2
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Gotta be drained soon.
Shippin’ out on the 3:10 to
Yuma Proving Ground.

The HIPPO can’t be transported by rail while still on a PLS/LHS truck or trailer. It doesn’t
have holes in its frame that accept PLS/LHS transport pins, so that configuration can’t pass
a rail impact test.
Questions about shipping the HIPPO or other equipment? Call the Military Surface
Deployment and Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA)
at (800) 722-0727 or e-mail: usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea-dpe@mail.mil

3/1/16 3:21 PM

Tactical
Vehicles…

Learning Some
Antenna Etiquette

oof!

Ouch!
C’mon
guys! My
antenna’s
tied
down too
tight!

argh!

…whenever vehicles
are parked overnight
in the motor pool,
antennas should be

upright.

That prevents
unnecessary stress
on the antenna
mount and keeps the
base spring coils
close together,
sealing out dirt and
moisture.

When safety
calls for your
antenna to be
tied down,

First,

get the AS-3900 antenna tie-down kit with

NSN 4020-01-341-8795. NSN 4020-00-908-6416
brings the AS-1729 antenna tie-down kit.

do it right!

Then use the kit to tie down the

Loosen it
up a little,
willya?

antenna at a 45-60 degree angle
to the ground.

That’s low enough
to avoid collisions
with most overhead
obstacles,
but not so low that
you risk cracking
antenna sections or
the base.

Dear Half-Mast,
A lot of the operators in
our motor pool are bolting
the antenna tie-downs
directly to their vehicles. I’ve
asked around and most say
they do it because the tiedown rope broke or they just
got fed up with it interfering
with the door.
Seems to me that such an
extreme angle would put a
lot of stress on the antenna
mount and the antenna itself.
Can you give us the lowdown
on the correct way to tie
down a vehicular antenna?

You bet, sergeant!
tying down antennas
is a real safety issue.

Antennas
need to be
tied down
to keep
them from
striking
a power
line or
overhead
bridge
during
operation.

but…

That’s
also
why you
should
never
mount
the tiedown clip
directly
to your
vehicle.

The angle
not only
overstresses
the mount,
but it could
cause the
antenna
to shatter
and hurt
someone.

Too far forward and
you’ll bow the antenna.
Too far back and you
won’t get the right
angle. Lengthen or
shorten the cord until
the antenna hits that
45-60 degree angle.

instead,
attach the
clip to the
antenna itself
about midway
between the
tip and base.

SFC R.M.W.

PS 761
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The clip
has a staydown and
snap-free
position.

Most of the time,
and always while in
garrison, the antenna
should be in the clip’s
stay-down slot.

That keeps it from accidentally slipping loose and
striking a power line or overhead obstruction.

the stay-down
position is the most
common. However,
it does have its own
safety problems.

if your vehicle has more than one
antenna, always tie them down alongside the vehicle.
Never cross antennas or the
transmitting one will feed its signal
to the one it’s touching. You’ll get
interference at a minimum and maybe
even damage your radio’s circuits.
if you hit an obstruction
with the antenna locked down,
the antenna will shatter.
So, if you are operating in
the field away from all overhead obstructions except trees,
you can put the antenna in the
snap-free position.
That way, if you hit a tree
limb, the antenna will pop
loose instead of breaking.

Don’t cross
tHe antennas
and don’t
crOsS the
streams!
doing either
one would be
baD!

if your vehicle has
a cargo cover or
hardshell that rubs
against the antenna
when tied down, order
an antenna offset kit,
NSN 5985-01-258-0037.

The offset kit moves
the antenna base a few
inches to the outside of
the vehicle, providing
enough clearance to
stop the rubbing.

CONSTRUCTION

PS 761
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Keep TraCk of
Mounting Hole CraCks

D6K CAT Dozer…

Uh-oh! Don’t look
now, but I think your
blade’s mounting holes
are starting to crack!

S

ome units have reported problems with the attaching hardware for the D6K dozer’s
blade, specifically the moldboard and cutting edges.
The area in question is around the square holes, where the mounting bolts
fit into the blade. Only dozers with serial numbers from HMG0005
through HMG00069 and HMG00071 are affected.
Get down on
your hands
and knees
and look for
any cracks at
the corner of
the mounting
holes.

if the
cracks get
bad enough,
the blade’s
hardware
could come
loose or
fall off!

Check all
mounting holes
for cracks

If you see or suspect problems with the D6K blade’s mounting holes and
hardware, contact Caterpillar directly for help. The POC is Gregory
Costley, (309) 578-3295. Or email him at: costley_gregory_e@cat.com

PS 761
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120M
Road
Grader…

Follow the
Arrow...
NO LONGER!

With these non-directional
tires, I don’t know if I’m
coming or going!

Dear Half-Mast,
The tires on 130G CAT road graders have always been directional. When
pointed in the right direction, the tire’s chevron pattern provides great
traction in loose sand, dirt, mud and gravel.
When mounting a new tire, you only had to look for the direction arrow on
the sidewall. That way you could always be sure the tires were mounted in the
right direction.
When our unit got the new 120M CAT road graders, I figured the tires
would work the same way. But a close look at the grader’s sidewall revealed
no directional arrow.
Does it matter which way the tire is mounted on the 120M?
			

SGT M.S.F.

The 120M road grader uses a nondirectional tire with a pattern that’s the
same regardless of the direction of turn.

in a nutshell, you won’t
have to think twice about tire
direction on this vehicle!

Tread on 120M grader
tires is non-directional

PS 761
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Training…

LARs
LARs Are
Are Here
Here to
to Help
Help

Aha! I think I
just figured out
your problem.

?

if you’re
not sure
how to
find
your
nearest

I knew
I could
count on
you LARs!

TACOM
LAR,

check
out
Pages
14-15 of
PS 759
for
help.
Go to:

Operators and mechanics, make good use
of your LARs. You’ll be glad you did.

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/759/759-14-15.pdf

CS-563D Vibratory Roller…

Dear Editor,
Recently, two equipment specialists from TACOM LCMC’s Combat
Engineering (CE) group travelled to Ravenna, OH, to give a maintenance
training course on the D7R II dozer.
The course was specifically designed to train the TACOM logistics
assistance representatives (LARs) on how to troubleshoot, repair and
use maintenance support device (MSD) software to diagnose and isolate
equipment system faults. That knowledge allows us better support the
Soldiers in our units.
LARs are one of the main contacts between the CE group and the
Soldier, so we were able to share our views from the Soldier’s perspective.
We not only learned more about the dozer’s electrical, hydraulic,
transmission and engine systems, but the CE specialists learned a lot about
the conditions and needs faced by Soldiers every day.
Please remind Soldiers that their TACOM
LARs are always working to get the knowledge,
understanding and expertise necessary to help
with equipment problems. When Soldiers are
facing a maintenance issue and aren’t sure
where to turn, TACOM LARs are always ready
and willing to help.
Jimmy Richardson
TACOM LAR
Ft Bragg, NC

PS 761
761 20-21.indd 1-2

Thanks for the great
letter, Jimmy. The
assistance that you and
all LARs provide to our
Soldiers is invaluable!
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Use the
the
Use
Right
Right
Tire
Tire
Only the 8-ply tire, NSN 2610-01-188-5171,
should be used on the CS-563D vibratory
roller. The 12-ply tire and wheel assembly,
NSN 2610-01-559-2780, is used only on the
up-armored (AOA) CS-563D vibratory roller.
However, some of the NSN 2610-01-5592780 tire and wheel assemblies have been
delivered with an 8-ply tire installed. That’s
the wrong tire.
If you have received the NSN 2610-01559-2780 assembly with an 8-ply tire, order
the 12-ply tire, NSN 2610-01-559-2780, and
have it installed on the wheel assembly by
an authorized service center.

Make sure
you get
the right
tires for
my wheels!

The supply system
is in the process of
fixing this issue.

2/21/16 11:04 PM

AVIATION
PS 761
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UH-60/AH-64
Series…
OoPs!
JacK, don’t
YOu thiNK yoU
NeEd a CovEr?

Nah, They
CaLl me jack
the gripper!
I never DroP
TOols!

boNk!

Protect Stabilators From D
Daam
maaggee
mechanics, if you think
you won’t dROP tools on
a Black Hawk or AH-64
stabilator while working
on the tail rotor,

think again!

Tap
Tap

PS 761

Before you even think about going topside,
rustle up and install the stabilator cover. That’s
job #1 before you start hammering or turning
a wrench or screwdriver. The cover prevents
damage if a tool slips from your fingers. It may
be hard to believe, but even the best mechanics
are butterfingers from time to time.
Dropping a tool on an unprotected stabilator
causes unnecessary and costly damage. So it’s
vital that you protect stabilators from tools that
can cause punctures or dents. If you don’t have
a cover, get your upholstery shop to make one.
On Pages 35-37 of PS 697 (Dec 10), you’ll
find the plans for a homemade cover, plus info
on how to order covers from GSA. Go to:  
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/
archives/PS2010/697/697-35-37.pdf
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UH/HH-60A/L Series…

Save
Your
Back

ur
Ha ve yo
s up p o r t
ke
a
m
s ho p
er
th e ho ld e
es
us in g th
:
ls
m a te r ia

Follow these steps when cutting the plywood:
5. Make a rubber protective strip from nitrile
rubber, MIL-R-6855. That keeps wood
splinters from damaging the blade.

3. Measure and cut the plywood like so:

6. Drill two 1/2-in holes in the wood.
Position the holes 2 inches and 9 inches
from the center bottom of the V shape
portion of the holder.

28”
7”
This is a whole
lot easier since
we started using
this blade pole
with the holder!

you got that right!
Trying to put that swivel
pin into the blade opening
wasn’t working.

Folding heavy
Black Hawk rotor
blades using the
blade pole is a
back-breaking
balancing act.
The blade pole has
a swivel pin at the
top that fits into
an opening at the
end of the rotor
blade.

When folding
blades, the swivel
pin is inserted into
the blade. The
swiveling action
of the blade pole
makes it hard to
control.

it takes at least
four people to lift
the blade and move
it to the rear of
the aircraft.

22”

Yeah,
it kept
slipping
out.

4”
the problem is balancing the
pole while folding the blade.
if the pin on
the blade pole
slips or breaks,
the blade will

d r o p!

Then you’ve got a
broken or damaged
rotor blade
and maybe even
injured personnel.

The solution to
taking the burden
out of lifting and
folding blades
is to bolt a blade
holder to the
lifting pole.
The holder
slides around
the blade and
makes it easier
to maneuver the
blade without
slipping.

2”

9”

4. Cut a hole in the wood in the shape of
the blade.

2”
2”

14”
7”

7. Measure 67 inches and 74 inches up from
the bottom of the pole’s base and drill a
1
/2-in hole at each location.
8. Break all sharp edges and debur holes.
9. Attach the blade holder to the lifting
pole with the self-locking nuts, shear
bolts and washers.

22”
4”

2”
WP 2014 00, Fig 193 of
TM 1-1520-237-23&P, also
has the details to make
the blade pole.

PS 761
761 24-25.indd 1-2

One 22x28-in piece of 3/4-in plywood, NSN 5530-00-051-0512
Two self-locking nuts, NSN 5310-00-126-5754
Two 1/2-in shear bolts, NSN 5306-01-014-1732
Four washers, NSN 5310-00-149-9130

1. Remove upper pin from blade pole.
2. Remove lock assembly from blade pole.

and

Rotor
Blades

•
•
•
•
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CH-47D/F,
MH-47G…

OK. everything
lOoks GOod
for hOokUP!

My RotOR blaDEs
lOok GoOd, tOo!
Thanks for THE
PAinT JOB!

Rotor Blade Paint NSN Update
Page 38 of PS 731
(Oct 12) said to use
black lusterless paint,
NSN 8010-00-527-2884,
on Chinook rotor blades.
That’s no longer true.

The right paint to use FOr aLl
Chinook rotor blades is black
polyurethane paint, NSN 8010-01397-3980. it’s a two-component
paint that is mixed together to
make two quarts.

The F-model Chinook’s IetM, TM 1-1520271-23&P (Dec 15) already lists the -3980
black polyurethane as the paint to use.
The D-model Chinook’s IetM, TM 1-1520-24023&P, doesn’t, but will soon be updated.
Until then, order NSN 8010-01-397-3980
when you need to paint rotor blades.
You won’t find this in either IETM,
but the black polyurethane paint is
also available in two other sizes.
The following
NSNs are
alternates that
fall under the
same military
specification:

PS 761
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Size

NSN 8010-

3 pints
01-545-1944
3 quarts 01-545-1947
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H
High
igh over
over

[REDACTED]
[REDACTED]
airspace...
airspace...

Bondo, you really should
check that experimental
parachute before you jump!

You didn’t
have time to
test it before
this mission.

Do you want me to
go through my spreadsheet? I prepared it
just for you.

Don’t
worry
so much,
Q-Tip…

Why?
What could
possibly
go wrong,
Q-tip?

…you’ll
live longer.

PS 761
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presenting JAMES BONDO in

PM Royale

Later at

Oh,
dear.

uhoH.

yoi nk!

SORry,
Em. it
WOn’T
hApPen
AgAin.

I guess I’m about to
find out if Her Majesty’s
Secret Service health
plan is any good.

…you’ve
bungled
yet
another
mission!

Bondo,
you’ve not
only managed
to embarrass
everyone here
with your lack
of preventive
maintenance…

London hQ…

You know you
have to check
the oil on those
cars at LEAST
once a we—

That’s the third
time this month!
What AM I going
to do with you,
James?

what is it,
leaveapennY?
Can’t yoU seE
we’re busY?

Em!

That’s what you
said when you burned
up the engine in the
Aston Martin.

CRASH!

OK, so
maybe I
shoulda
checked
my chute
before I
jumped.

it’s not
my fault I
fell asleep
during PM
class back
at the spy
academy.

Sorry to
interrupt,
but an urgent
message just
came through.

it appears
our ‘‘friends’’
at SHIM are
up to their
old tricks
again.

FW omP!
O

Stupid henchmen
Ignoring
Maintenance?!?
What mischief are
they causing now?

PS 761
761 28-29.indd 1-2
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intelligence
claims SHIM
scientists are
perfecting a
ray gun that
will render
PM ineffective
across the
world.

{sigh}
As much as I
hate to do
so, it looks
as if I have no
choice but to
send you back
into action,
Bondo…

This will
wreak havoc
with equipment
everywhere
and cause
all sorts of
chaos!

…Just don’t
forget to
check out all
your fancy
spy gadgets
this time.
The fate of
the world’s
equipment is
depending
on you!

That evening at the
Royale Avec du
Frommage Casino
and Smorgasbord…

ptt ptt ptt
ptt
ptt
ptt
You can count
on me, Em.
Now if someone can just
tell me where
my new car’s
parked…

So, how many
different ways do
you think he’ll louse
up THiS mission?

Sir, would you
like me to park it…

…or have
it towed?

Park it, buddy. and be careful. I
know where all the scratches are!

ptttt–

I can’t believe they
traded in my sports
car for… this, Q-tip!
How embarrassing!

Boysenberry?
I’m not sure
we h ave–
Why, if it isn’t
Super Secret
Agent 7-11
James Bondo.

One boysenberry
smoothie, please.
Stirred, not shaken.

ptt ptt
ptt

Budget cuts, old
sport. The spy
business isn’t what
it used to be.

PS 761
761 30-31.indd 1-2
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I’m sure
I don’t
know
what
you’re
babbling
on
about.

I haven’t
seen you
since you
crashed that
helicopter in
Switzerland
after
forgetting to
check its fuel
filter.

Let me guess.
You forgot to
check the oil
again, didn’t
you?

I’m starting
to remember
now why we
never got
Married.

MAke a
LEfT hERe.

And why
are you
here,
Vespa?

James Bondo
and Ms. Vespa
to see Dr.
Maybe.

I heard
you were
looking to
infiltrate
SHIM.

Go right in,
Mr. Bondo.
He’s been
expecting you.

So good of
you to drop by,
Mr. Bondo.
How may I
help you?

I believe
I can get
you inside.

I suppose I could
use some help, But
first, how about a
smoothie?

Oh,
JamEs!

Oh, that! it’s down in
the basement, along
with the sharks with
lasers on their heads.

What happened to
the Aston-Martin? I
just loved that car!
Oh, uh,
it’s in the
shop… or
something.
Spies-R-Us
sent me to
check out
your antiPM ray-gun
thingamabob. Do you
deny having
one?

PS 761
761 32-33.indd 1-2
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ThiS is your anti-PM
ray gun?!?

Does this hunk of
junk even work?

Regrettably, a lack of maintenance
has rendered it inoperable before I
could wreak havoc with it.

tell ya what, Doc, LeMme crawl
around in there and see if I
can get her working again.
James!
You’ll do
no such
thing.
Let’s get
back to
SpiesR-Us HQ
so you
can make
a full
report
on what
we’ve
found.

well, BONdo, You
managed to not muck
things up too badly this
go-around. Though it
appears a lack of PM is
what really sunk SHIM’s
devious plot, not you.

PS 761

Now about
my car. it
appears I
forgot to
check the
transmission
fluid and...

34

And, yes, I am
quite aware of
the irony.

AW, GeE.
None
oF MY
nefarious
weapons
ever seem
to work.

Oh, JAmeS, When WiLl
yOu eVer leaRN?

APR 16

MISSILES
also
featuring

smaLl
arms
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Guard
Guard
Against
Against
sentinel
sentinel
Problems
Problems

Guarding
against these
Sentinel
problems
will make
detecting
the enemy so
much easier…

…and
you so
much
safer…

Thanks for aLl tHE
GOod PMCs! I’m REAdY
to SpOT the EnemY
No PROblEm!

Be careful! The Sentinel
produces lots of voltage and
rotates very fast. Just a moment
of carelessness can spell curtains
for a Soldier.
Before you do any maintenance, install a dummy load. That
way the Sentinel sends RF into the
dummy load and not into space
where it could microwave anyone
on top of the Sentinel.

Check and re-check that the brake
is locked before you climb on top of
the Sentinel. If the brake isn’t set, you
could take a sudden trip if the Sentinel is
activated and its dish whirls around.
When you climb on top, always use
the three points of contact method. That
prevents sudden falls.
Before rotating the Sentinel, make very
sure everyone is out of the way. This is
especially important if you’re operating
remotely.

Dummy load keeps you safe when
working on Sentinel

Make sure brake is set before climbing
on top of Sentinel

761 36-37.indd 1-2

Clean the filters. The Sentinel produces lots
of heat. If it’s not getting lots of cooling air, it
overheats, which causes electrical problems.
Check
the
filters daily when
you’re operating.
If they’re clogged,
clean them with
soap and water or
blow them clean
with low-pressure
air.
Remember
there are five:
two up top, two
on the side, and
one in the power
Check filters daily and clean
distribution panel.
if necessary. In desert, order
They all need to
an extra set
be cleaned.
If you must constantly run the Sentinel in the
desert, get an extra set of filters. That way you
don’t have to wait for the filters to dry before
re-installing them.

PS 761
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Make sure the circuit
breakers on the control
panel are sealed. Sometimes
that’s
forgotten
when the Sentinel is in
for maintenance. Without
the seals, water gets in the
circuit breakers and causes
electrical damage.
Circuit breakers sealed
against moisture?

APR 16
2/21/16 11:07 PM

Keep the compartment doors closed as much as possible. Sand cause abrasions
and other problems for electrical components. Wipe the compartment clean daily
when operating.
Don’t use rubbing alcohol to clean
inside the compartment. That strips the
protective coating off the compartment
walls, which can lead to corrosion and
arcing. TM 9-1430-Sentinel (Oct 14)
says to use technical isopropyl alcohol,
NSN 6810-00-753-4993, for cleaning
because it’s 70 percent isopropyl and 30
percent water. No acetone, no problems.

Wear
ESD
(electrostatic
discharge) protection to handle
circuit cards. Some of the Sentinel
circuit cards cost thousands. One tiny
spark can ruin one of those cards and
your good name.
Before handling any circuit card,
put on an ESD wrist strap and plug
it in. Make sure the Sentinel itself is
grounded or the ESD strap won’t do
any good. Never put circuit cards
down on a metal surface. Lay them
down on an ESD mat or place them in
an antistatic pouch.
NSN 4940-01-253-5368 brings
an ESD kit with two wrist straps, a
grounding cord, mat, three antistatic
pouches and three barrier bags.

Use technical isopropyl
alcohol only for cleaning
inside compartment

Don’t hit Emergency Stop except in
an emergency. Some units shut down
their Sentinels that way. That bypasses
the shutdown procedure and leads to
electronic damage. Plus that can damage
the button itself.
Never hit
EMERGENCY
STOP except
in an
emergency
RESET button cap missing? Get it replaced

PS 761

Wear ESD strap when handling circuit cards

If the cap for the EMERGENCY
STOP RESET button disappears, get
it replaced ASAP. Without the cap, the
button’s housing traps dirt and sand and
eventually stops working. Order a new
cap through your contract support with
PN 40215A746.
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MLRS…

GPS Antenna NSN
No Longer Good
Dear Editor,
Please let Soldiers know NSN 1055-01-457-8342 for
the M270A1 MLRS GPS antenna is no longer good.
It’s Item 45 in Fig 90 of TM 9-1055-647-13&P.
Now units must order the antenna with
PN H00000872 through the Performance
Based Logistics (PBL) item contractor,
Lockheed Martin, as part of the fire
control system.
Jorge Castro
AMCOM LAR
Ft Sill, OK

Editor’s note:
You got it, Jorge!

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Page 40 in PS 758 (Jan 16) told
you about the new M16/M4
ambidextrous selector switch, NSN
1005-01-585-6042, that is replacing
the old one-sided selector switch,
NSN 1005-01-225-8339.

MIM Published
on New
Selector
Switch

TACOM has published maintenance information message
(MIM) 16-002 that tells you
how to install the new switch,
plus how to alter the older M12
racks so that M4s and M16s with
the new switch will fit securely.

To find MIM 16-002, go to:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI16-002.html
The repair parts for
the selector switch
are the right lever,
NSN 5930-01-5854340, and cap screw,
NSN 5305-01-586-6997.

Page 40 in PS 746
(Jan 15) and Page
40 in PS 753 (Aug 15)
gave two methods
for altering the
M12 rack.

Just remember that any
M12 racks made after
September 2013 won’t need
to be altered. So test your
racks for the proper fit
before doing anything else.

Racks THAt haVE BeEn AlTEreD NeEd tO Be CertiFieD bY a LoCal TAcOM LaR .

PS 761
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M16-Series Rifle,
M4/M4A1 Carbine…

I LOvE The VoiCE
of EXPErience WhEn
it COMes to PM.

Listen TO WHAt these
GUYs from LeonARd
WOoD have tO Say.

Advice from Ft Leonard Wood
Dear Editor,
We repair the small arms at the Ft Leonard Logistics Readiness Center (LRC).
We think these suggestions on the M16 rifle and M4/M4A1 carbine will help
operators, armorers and 91F repairmen get the most out of their weapons:

No cotton swabs!
Units are actually buying
swabs and adding them to
the cleaning kits. When
Soldiers use the swabs to
clean the bolt carrier key,
the cotton comes off and
plugs the key, and soon
the weapon stops firing.
The cleaning kits come with
pipe cleaners and that’s
what Soldiers need to use
instead of swabs.
Protect the back-up
iron sight. We’ve had to
replace as many as 100
in one week. Keep the
iron sight in the down
position whenever you’re
not using it. Don’t stack
weapons on top of each
other. And, obviously,
don’t drop weapons.

Keep back-up iron sight
in down position when
not in use

How manY TimES dO
I have To TeLl you
NOT to use thoSe
on Me? sticK that
in yOur EAr!

Check under trigger
for trash. When Soldiers
do training where they
crawl on the ground, dirt
and pebbles often get
stuck under the trigger.
Even a tiny pebble can
jam the weapon. You can
get most trash out with
a pipe cleaner or low
pressure air.
Make sure all of the
cleaning rod is out of
the barrel. We’ve had
several weapons explode
because a cleaning rod
section was accidentally
left in the barrel. If you
“daylight” the barrel (look
through the chamber to
see if you can see out the
muzzle), you can be sure
the barrel’s clear.

Daylight barrel to make
sure all cleaning rod
sections removed

Lube adjustable
buttstock lock. If
the lock goes too
long without lube,
it freezes and then
you can’t adjust the
buttstock. When you
do PMCS, put a few
drops of CLP on the
lock and work the
buttstock back and
forth.

Lube lock to prevent frozen buttstock

Thoroughly clean
the weapon before
inspecting it or
sending it to higher
maintenance. Carbon
hides cracks and makes
gaging inaccurate.
Besides, support will
send a dirty weapon
right back to you
for cleaning.

PS 761
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Trash under trigger?
Clean with pipe cleaner or low-pressure air

HeY, I’m NOt gOinG
to MainTenANCe
LoOking likE this.
CLEAn Me!
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Armorers and 91Fs, install the
ejector pin completely in the
bolt. If the pin’s not flush, count
on it breaking off.
Victor Jackson
Mark Haggith
LRC
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

Ejector pin
must be
completely
in bolt

Editor’s note: We love to hear the voices of experience. Thanks.

MK 19 Machine Gun…

Why Doesn’t the Army Do It, Too?
This shouldn’t take
long. A lot of these
checks say ‘‘not for
army use.’’

Dear Half-Mast,
The MK 19’s semiannual
maintenance in TM 9-1010-23023&P says under several of
the checks “Not for Army Use.”
Marines, on the other hand, are
required to check important
components like the bolt and the
sear assembly. This doesn’t make
sense. Why the difference?

That’s wrong!
you should be
doing those
checks, too!

Dear Sir,
You’re right that it doesn’t make
sense. And that’s why the Army will
require in the next revision to the TM
that all semiannual checks be made by
both the Marines and Army. But don’t
wait. Anywhere the TM says “Not for
Army Use,” cross that out.

Mr D.L.

PS 761
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Oh, O-ring Lube Is Good!

Sights…

my battery
cap O-RiNg
has DRiEd
Out!

Ouch!

be careful,
BudDy!

Dear Half-Mast,
Here at Ft Leonard Wood’s optics shop, we’ve been getting numerous
service calls about the M68 COMP M4 sight. Our investigation found that
Soldiers couldn’t remove and install the M68’s battery cap because the
cap’s O-ring had completely dried out and seized the cap.
In some cases, the battery cylinder broke off from the M68 when
they tried to remove the cap. That made the sight unrepairable.
We found the solution on Pages 54-55 of PS 734 (Jan 14),
which recommended silicone compound, NSN 6850-00-177-5094,
for cable O-rings.
We apply a thin coat of the compound to the O-ring with a cottontipped applicator whenever we do maintenance on the M68. If the
armorer will do this at least quarterly, seized battery caps will cease.
The compound is good for any sights that
have battery caps with O-rings.

Lube battery cap O-ring
with silicone compound
at least quarterly
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

O-ring

Johnny Vaughn
Gayla Campbell
Jimmy Childers
Dal Campbell
Toby Frazier
Joe Cruz
TACOM FMX-Optics Shop
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

PS 761

Editor’s note: Armorers need
to seize this tip to prevent seized
battery caps. Thanks, all!
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SOLDIER SUPPORT
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WH-400
Water
Heater…

I tried to start you three
times and now you won’t reset.
Guess I’d better replace your
primary safety control.

Nah! I’m just in a
restricted lockout.
Push my FLAME
RESET button for
60 seconds and
I’ll be ready to
try again!

Knock Out Lockout with a Little Knowledge
the WH-400 water heater works on a simple principle, operators. You turn it on, the

fuel valve opens and sprays fuel through the fuel nozzle, and the electrodes energize
to create a spark that lights the fuel.
At each startup, the primary safety control performs a “trial for ignition” (TFI). If
the flame doesn’t start within several seconds, a buzzer sounds and the water heater
is locked out. This is called a safety lockout.
No problem. Just press the red FLAME RESET button for one second and you’re
ready to try again.
But if it’s a new WH-400, or you’re trying to start one that’s had its fuel drained
for transport or storage, it may take several tries to get the heater started. And if
the primary safety control does three safety lockouts in a row, the control enters a
restricted lockout.
In restricted lockout, pressing the FLAME RESET for one second again does
nothing. That leads some operators to assume they have a bad primary safety control,
NSN 4540-01-575-2421, so they order a new one.
Here’s a little known fact: To release
Press FLAME RESET one second for safety
the water heater from a restricted
lockout and 60 seconds for restricted lockout
lockout, press and hold the FLAME
RESET button for 60 seconds. You
won’t find this mentioned in the hard
copy of TM 10-4520-266-13&P that
comes packed with the WH-400, so
make a note until the TM is updated.

PS 761
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Non-Lethal Capability Set…

Things to Remember

You guys have taken great
care of me! Now I’m ready for
some serious crowd control.

Control yourself,
Big Guy! We’re just
training today.

Store tasers and their
cartridges in arms room
Temperature extremes affect both
the tasers and cartridges. If they’re
left for long periods in the cape set
containers, they can end up warped
or frozen.

Exercise batons and traffic spikes
Batons also have O-rings. If they sit
unused for months, the O-rings dry up
and the batons can’t be adjusted.

Exercise batons so O-rings don’t go bad

Store tasers
and pepper
spray in
arms room

Dear Editor,
The non-lethal capability set (NLCS) is designed for crowd control. It consists
of the dismounted operations module, NSN 1367-01-561-5279; the detainee/crowd
control operations module, NSN 1367-01-561-5276; the convoy module, NSN 136701-561-5277; and the checkpoint module, NSN 1367-01-561-5278. As an instructor
for the set, I’ve picked up these PM nuggets that can help other units:

Establish accountability
The set costs $1.3 million, so you don’t
want its components disappearing.
Limit the number of people who have
access to the set and make sure each
item is properly signed out.

Run set’s two generators
at least monthly
If the generators sit for long
periods, their seals and fuel go bad.
The generators come with a TM that will
guide you in PMCS. It’s a good idea to
store the generators in the motor pool
where it’s easier to service them.

Hey! wait a minute. you need
to sign for that! I don’t want
stuff disappearing!

OK, time for
your monthly
run.

great!
I nEed the
EXerCise!

Keep OC (pepper spray)
cans in the arms room,
too. If they get too hot or
cold, their O-rings leak.

Make PMCS for set part of every
Monday maintenance day
The set is made up of 10 Conexes
full of equipment. That’s too much
equipment for just one day a month’s
worth of attention. PMCS part of
the set each Monday. That makes it
manageable.

Lay out the vehicle arresting devices
(traffic spikes) monthly. If they’re
stored for months without being
unrolled, they can end up sticking
together.

Train with training devices
That’s why they’re called training
devices. If you train with the real items,
such as the spike strips, eventually
they’ll be damaged.
Hold ON! We’rE
Just TRainiNg
today. USe mY
trainiNG spiKes.
Let’s sAVE thoSE
spikes for THE
reaL ThinG!

OK, it’s Monday,
people. Let’s do PMCs
on the stufF we DidN’t
gEt tO Last MONdaY.

For help with the non-lethal capability set, go to the manufacturer’s website:

https://www.aardvarktactical.com or call (800) 997-3773.

PS 761
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SFC Steven Ketchem
Interservice Non-lethal Individual Weapons
Ft Leonard Wood, MO

Editor’s note: Great tips,
Sergeant. Thanks for the help.

2/21/16 11:09 PM

COMMUNICATIONS
PS 761
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Keying is the Key to
GPS Protection!
Protecting aLl Of your GPS
DeviCeS is iMPORtaNT bEcAuse
Of EMerGing thREAts.

You must keep your deviCEs
KEYed to PRoteCt theM frOm
SignAL inTERFereNce.

GPS is Critical Across the Battlefield

GPS

d ev ic es
are
essential
fo
w a r fi g ht r
er
m is s io ns
.

Don’T GO inTo
ThE FigHt with
AN UNPROTectEd
Gps DeViCe!

PS 761
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Keying is the Key

For maximum performance for military operations, you need to ensure that every selective
availability anti-spoofing module (SAASM)-equipped GPS device is always COMSEC keyed.
This includes the well-known DAGR, as well as the embedded
receivers “hidden” inside many other weapon systems.
Keep DAGR keyed
Emerging threats make the electromagnetic environ-ment
for maximum
more challenging than ever for low-power radio signals like
performance
GPS. Loading all SAASM receivers with COMSEC key materials is
your best defense against signal interference. When keyed, your
GPS receiver provides the highest possible level of anti-spoofing
protection, including positioning, navigation and timing (PNT)
accuracy. When your GPS receiver is keyed, it tracks the military
GPS signal, Precise Positioning Services (PPS).
An unkeyed SAASM-based GPS receivers are no better than
standard commercial GPS receivers. When your GPS receiver is
unkeyed, it is only tracking the commercial GPS signal, Standard
Positioning Service (SPS). And that presents an increased risk to
military operations.
All units with SAASM-based GPS devices must have current
COMSEC keys loaded before their receivers are used in combat,
combat support or combat service support operations. That means
you must perform pre-combat checks (PCCs) and pre-combat
inspections (PCIs) to ensure that your equipment is keyed. There
are two types of SAASM-based GPS: embedded and stand-alone.

Note About DAGR GPS Keys

Maintaining the DAGR COMSEC key can be a burden for operators. To relieve that
hardship, the GPS system offers over-the-air key distribution (OTAD). That reduces the need
for physical keying to just once a year. The OTAD software was released under MWO 115820-1172-23-1. You can get a copy of the MWO and the software at the PNT website:
https://www.pmpnt.army.mil
For help with keying your DAGRs, contact PM PNT’s Stephen Morrissey at (478) 926-9511
or by email: stephen.r.morrissey.civ@mail.mil
If you need help with keying other stand-alone or embedded GPS systems, contact the
project/program/product manager or the sustainment agency responsible for the end item.
To use OTAD, your DAGR must have MWO 11-5820-1172-50-1 applied. The MWO covers
turning in the obsolete AN/PSN-13 DAGRs that cannot use latest operating software (OS)
or the OTAD signal. It also details upgrading the affected AN/PSN-13A DAGRs. The details
of that MWO are addressed in CECOM Maintenance Advisory Message 2014-07-0002 (6 May
14), which can be found on the PNT website.
More information about how to confirm OTAD is working on your device is in the latest
change to the DAGR’s TM 11-5820-1172-13&P (May 14/Ch 1, Aug 15). You’ll find it on
the LOGSA ETM website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms

RL-309/U Cable Reel Stand…

New Stand
LightER for
Lugging

Hey, pal!
You ever
considered
a diet?

Embedded SAASM Devices

Some line replaceable units (LRUs) with embedded GPS cards aren’t routinely opened at
the unit level. These systems are required to provide access points for key-fill.
Check your equipment carefully. If it has a key-fill device, review the TMs to determine if
the GPS key-fill is required. If so, follow the TM instructions to maintain the key.

Wouldn’t do any
good. {sigh} I’m just
a heavyweight.

Stand-alone GPS Receiver

The primary stand-alone device is the AN/PSN-13A defense advanced GPS receiver (DAGR),
NSN 5825-01-526-4783. Units must maintain keys in all DAGRs regardless of how they’re used.
DAGRs have a custom key-fill connector interface that requires a special key-fill adapter
cable, NSN 5995-01-521-3185, to
I’ve GOt You
connect with the fill device.
Keyed. now lEt’s
You can quickly verify the
Put yOu to WOrk!
current key by checking
the DAGR display screen.

when it’s time to lay or

recover commo cable, using
the old RL-31 cable reel
stand can provide quite a
workout. When you combine
the stand’s 59 pounds with
body armor, a backpack and
weapons, you’re lugging a
heckuva lot of weight!
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Note About DAGR GPS Keys

Maintaining the DAGR COMSEC key can be a burden for operators. To relieve that
hardship, the GPS system offers over-the-air key distribution (OTAD). That reduces the need
for physical keying to just once a year. The OTAD software was released under MWO 115820-1172-23-1. You can get a copy of the MWO and the software at the PNT website:
https://www.pmpnt.army.mil
For help with keying your DAGRs, contact PM PNT’s Stephen Morrissey at (478) 926-9511
or by email: stephen.r.morrissey.civ@mail.mil
If you need help with keying other stand-alone or embedded GPS systems, contact the
project/program/product manager or the sustainment agency responsible for the end item.
To use OTAD, your DAGR must have MWO 11-5820-1172-50-1 applied. The MWO covers
turning in the obsolete AN/PSN-13 DAGRs that cannot use latest operating software (OS)
or the OTAD signal. It also details upgrading the affected AN/PSN-13A DAGRs. The details
of that MWO are addressed in CECOM Maintenance Advisory Message 2014-07-0002 (6 May
14), which can be found on the PNT website.
More information about how to confirm OTAD is working on your device is in the latest
change to the DAGR’s TM 11-5820-1172-13&P (May 14/Ch 1, Aug 15). You’ll find it on
the LOGSA ETM website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms

RL-309/U Cable Reel Stand…

New Stand
LightER for
Lugging

Hey, pal!
You ever
considered
a diet?

That’s where the Army’s new RL-309/U advanced lightweight reel stand comes
to the rescue. The RL-309/U weighs in at 22 pounds, 63 percent lighter than the old
RL-31. Its other benefits include:
• Faster, easier and safer to deploy and
retrieve cable over rough terrain
• Strong lightweight aluminum frame
with stainless steel hardware
for durability

• Folds flat and locks closed for easy
transport with all pieces self-contained
• Easy setup and operation with
no tools required
• Replaceable axle bushings
that snap in and out
• Deploys and retrieves cable from
either direction
• An attached heavy-duty
storage pouch for transporting
brakes and crank handles
The RL-309/U
comes with NSN 813001-630-1792 (tan) or
NsN 8130-01-630-1702
(green). Use the
following nsNs for
repair parts…

Wouldn’t do any
good. {sigh} I’m just
a heavyweight.

when it’s time to lay or

recover commo cable, using
the old RL-31 cable reel
stand can provide quite a
workout. When you combine
the stand’s 59 pounds with
body armor, a backpack and
weapons, you’re lugging a
heckuva lot of weight!
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Item

NSN

Leg assembly, tan (2 per stand)
Leg assembly, green (2 per stand)
Axle holder with bushing (2 per stand)
Axle holder bushing (2 per stand)
Brake assembly
Hand crank assembly
Split/dual axle
Quick-release pin
Hinge
Side brace (tan)
Side brace (green)
Fabric carrying handle
Fabric pouch

5975-01-630-1923
5975-01-630-1747
5365-01-630-1817
5365-01-630-1816
5340-01-630-1932
5340-01-630-1896
3040-01-630-1797
5315-01-630-1915
5340-01-630-1938
5975-01-630-1715
5975-01-630-1581
5340-01-630-1707
5140-01-633-8564

For more information, check out the manufacturer’s website at:
http://www.occfiber.com/products/ALRS
Questions? Contact Melissa Fox or Kate McDevitt at the CECOM Engineering
Office, DSN 648-6164, (443) 395-6164, or by email at:
melissa.a.fox25.civ@mail.mil
kate.h.mcdevitt.civ@mail.mil
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OE-254 Mast
Antenna…
Hey, did you
bring the silicone
compound?
Nah. it
wouldn’t
fit in the
transit
bag.

silicone size
matters!
the OE-254 antenna mast group, NSN 5985-01-063-1574, includes a 2-ounce tube

of silicone compound, PN SM-B-944742 (MIL-S-8660), that’s stored in a special
protective compartment of the transit bag. Unfortunately, the silicone has no NSN
and is not available through the supply system.
The expendable supplies and materials list in Appendix B of TM 11-5985-357-13
lists an 8-oz tube of silicone compound, NSN 6850-00-880-7616, as a replacement.
Unfortunately, this tube is too large to fit inside the transit bag’s compartment.
A better substitute is NSN 685000-177-5094. While this 2-oz tube of
MIL-S-8660 silicone compound is still
too large to fit into the transit bag’s
compartment, it’s small enough to fit
into one of the lower mast section tubes
for protection and convenient storage.
Slide 2-oz tube of silicone compound into lower mast section tube for protection
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PWKP Refills Knowledge Tank

D

ue to repeated deployments over the past decade, some Soldiers have lost critical
technical skills, especially in the petroleum and water arenas.
To boost learning and refresh maintenance skills, the Quartermaster School’s
Petroleum and Water Department has opened a Petroleum and Water Knowledge
Portal (PWKP) online. The virtual portal can help bridge technical knowledge gaps
and aid home-station sustainment training.

The PWKP is brimming with resources, including:
•
•
•
•
•

inspection checklists, publications and SOPs for petroleum and water equipment.
a list of Army-approved petroleum and water courses.
videos demonstrating petroleum and water operations.
interactive media instruction tools.
links to more communities that support the Army’s petroleum and water mission.

The center is also part of the Sustainment Knowledge Network (SKN) and SKN
forums, so it’s easier than ever to connect with subject matter experts.
Access the PWKP by CAC at: https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/697424
To submit questions or comments to the petroleum and water experts, click the red
Ask the Expert button.
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Training…

DAC Mobile
Apps

Learning
apps
paired with
traditional
training can
make a
great team!
Check out
these mobile
apps from
the DAC.

ESQD Mobile
This app teaches you how to use the Explosives
Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) calculator, a tool
that determines how much ammunition can be safely
stored at a given location and how far away to
keep personnel and equipment.
it’s got 10 scenarios that use the mobile

ESQD calculator and test your knowledge
of Army ESQD standards.

yellow book
This app is a mobile version of the popular
field guide. it covers consolidated hazard
classification, physical security, marking,
transportation and storage data and other
criteria for a variety of ammunition items.
Like the hard copy version, the app doesn’t
replace any official source documents, but
it’s a handy tool for field operations.

soldier safety
This app
covers the
basic do’s and
don’ts when
handling,
storing or
transporting
ammo.

The Defense
Ammunition
Center (DAC) has
fielded several
mobile learning
applications for
those who work
with ammunition
and explosives.

Watch and interact
with “Private
Puddinhead” while he
learns about basic
ammo safety through
trial and error in a
variety of humorous
situations.

To check out one or more of these free apps,
visit the DAC website at: http://www.dactces.org/

The four apps
cover critical
safety, storage
and handling
practices. They
include…

Ammo SCG
You’ll learn about the 13 different
Storage Compatibility Groups (scG)
assigned to ammunition items and
how to interpret the compatibility
table as you move ammo to
different storage sites.
You’ll also see what
can happen if compatibility
rules are violated.
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Click the Mobile Learning Apps icon or link
at the top of tHe screen. From there you can
view demos or download the apps.
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Logistics Management…

I can’t get
in GCSS-Army!
What’s this
weird screen?

Solving
GCSS-Army
Lockouts
Ever accidentally lock
yourself out of GCSS-Army?

Don’t panic,
Wright. I read
about this in
PS. We’ll get it
sorted out.

You know there’s a problem if you get an
odd-looking screen when you try to log in.

i

rtant!
mpo

After your account is unlocked, you’ve got 24 hours
to execute a transaction code in GCSs-Army to keep it
unlocked. Otherwise the system will lock it again.

GCsS-Army accounts must be accessed and a transaction
processed at least once every 35 days to prevent lock-outs.

Access Administrators
GCSs-Army AAs who need refresher training on
how to unlock accounts can get it through the
GCSs-Army Training and Certification (GTRAC).
Go to: http://gcss.army.mil/
Pick the Training tab on the GCSs-Army website,
click Familiarization-Web Based Training,
and complete the administrative functions
training parts 1 and 2.

You’ll see this screen if your GCSS-Army account is
locked, not set up or your CAC certificate is invalid.
As GCSS-Army Wave 2 rolls out across the Army,
many users need help unlocking their accounts or
want to know what’s up with that SAP Netweaver
error screen. So if you submit a help desk ticket,
you may end up on a long waiting list.

Here are three possible
causes and resolutions
for the SAP Netweaver
screen…

1. Your account hasn’t been fully established. If you have self-registered but
an access administrator (AA) has not yet successfully transferred you to a role or
position, you’ll be unable to log in. Once the AA has granted you access, it can take
up to 20 minutes before you can log in.
2. The certificates on your CAC weren’t published. This is rare, but it can happen if
you recently got a new CAC. Choosing an old CAC certificate when logging in can
also cause an error.
3. Your account really is locked.
• Active Army: Contact your local GCSS-Army AA or SASMO for assistance.
• Reserve: Contact your local GCSS-Army AA.
• National Guard: Contact your state/territory GCSS-Army POC
in the G-4 section of the Joint Force Headquarters.

761 58-59.indd 1-2

The Decentralized
User Administration
(DUA) section of the
End User Manual Plus
(EUM+) also has a
transaction guide
that covers the
account unlocking
process.

of safety and solvents
How’d our
unit score
in safety,
Master
Sergeant?
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You passed
inspection, but
there’s room for
improvement.
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we can cover a few
options to improve
your score.
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Army
mechanics and
technicians use
many products
containing
hazardous
materials
( HAZMAT )
on the job.
That’s because
ordinary tasks,
like cleaning
parts,
require it.

I can’t get
in GCSS-Army!
What’s this
weird screen?

Don’t panic,
Wright. I read
about this in
PS. We’ll get it
sorted out.

i

rtant!
mpo

Access Administrators

Another option is semi-aqueous solutions
that contain less solvent.
The Decentralized
User Administration
(DUA) section of the
End User Manual Plus
(EUM+) also has a
transaction guide
that covers the
account unlocking
process.

of safety and solvents
How’d our
unit score
in safety,
Master
Sergeant?

You passed
inspection, but
there’s room for
improvement.

Theset materials include HAZMAT
like petroleum distillates, aromatic
hydrocarbon, benzene and petroleum
naphtha. The waste they generate
creates more acids, ignitable chemicals
and other toxic wastes.

instead of solvent-based
wash stations, units can get stations
that are aqueous cleaner-based.
Aqueous cleaners are ph-neutral or
alkaline water-based solutions that
clean as well as solvents.

GCsS-Army accounts must be accessed and a transaction
processed at least once every 35 days to prevent lock-outs.

Pick the Training tab on the GCSs-Army website,
click Familiarization-Web Based Training,
and complete the administrative functions
training parts 1 and 2.

For example, parts washing stations are
used to remove residue that contains
degreasers such as carburetor and
engine cleaner solvents.

One step toward limiting waste and
improving Soldier safety is looking at
alternatives to standard practices.

After your account is unlocked, you’ve got 24 hours
to execute a transaction code in GCSs-Army to keep it
unlocked. Otherwise the system will lock it again.

GCSs-Army AAs who need refresher training on
how to unlock accounts can get it through the
GCSs-Army Training and Certification (GTRAC).
Go to: http://gcss.army.mil/

The cleaning process itself
can multiply hazards.

we can cover a few
options to improve
your score.

Even a few changes can reduce the
amount or number of solvents.

Five Tips to Extend Solvent Life and Cut Costs

1. Always wipe parts down. Remove as much
excess residue as possible before placing
parts in a solvent tank.
2. Create stages to clean heavily soiled parts.
Use one solvent tank for the initial cleaning
and a second solvent tank for the final
cleaning.
3. Regularly clean out sludge from aqueous
cleaning tanks.
4. Coordinate with your contract support
organization to ensure your unit is using
the longest service interval possible for
your solvent exchange service.
5. Ensure no other solvents are used over
parts washers (spray solvents are a common
culprit). Mixing spray solvents, such as
carburetor cleaner, means the solvent in
the parts washer can’t be recycled.

Don’t contaminate my
parts washer solvent
with stuff like paint,
POL or gasoline.
Units can be charged to
replace contaminated
solvent solution.

For more maintenance tips and tools, grab your CAC and
check out the Command Maintenance Discipline Program (CMDP)
Knowledge Center online at:

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/693941
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Connie's Post Scripts
Black Socks Get Green Light
Good news, Soldiers! You can now wear black socks with Army fitness uniforms. So the choice
of black or white socks is yours, but all socks must be plain with no logos and cover the calf or
entire ankle. Look for this change in the next revision of DA Pam 670-1, Guide to the Wear and
Appearance of Army Uniforms and Insignia.

6K VRRT Forklift Steering
Cylinder Revisited
Page 13 of PS 757 (Dec 15) listed NSN 3040-01294-3441 for the forklift’s left-front and right-rear
steering cylinder. That’s wrong. The correct NSN is
3040-01-294-3411.

HMMWV Geared Hub Plug
Revisited
Page 13 of PS 756 (Nov 15) said to use a 3/8-in hex
head driver to remove the HMMWV’s geared hub
drain plug. That’s incorrect. You’ll actually need to
use a 5/16-in or an 8mm Allen key driver to fit the
plug’s slot.

MSD Help Desk Delivers
Need help with your maintenance
support device (MSD), internal
combustion
engine
(ICE)/smart
wireless internal combustion engine
(SWICE) kits, or ULLS-A(E) logbook?
No problem: Product Director
Test, Measurement and Diagnostic
Equipment (PD TMDE) fixes snafus!
For warranty repair, hardware or
software issues, password reset or
field s upport, s et u p a u ser account
and submit a customer service request
(CSR) at: https://msd.us.army.mil/
Or call (877) 564-1137, (256) 876-2200,
or email: apats@redstone.army.mil

TS-3920C Test Set Calibration Revisited
Page 60 of PS 752 (Sep 14) and Pages 24-25 of PS 757 (Dec 15) said to ship the TS-3920C/ASM
computer test set (CTS), NSN 6625-01-529-3346, to the manufacturer for calibration. In both
instances, that’s not the case. Test sets are calibrated by Army TMDE, not the manufacturer. Refer
to Pages 20-21 of PS 754 (Sep 15) for test set calibration:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2015/754/754-20-21.pdf
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

KEYING IS
THE KEY!
C’mon,
DAGR!
Why aren’t
you
tracking?

keep AlL YOur Gps
DEVices, incLUDinG YouR
DAgr, keyed so they
caN track miliTARy
sigNals.
OTHERwise, yOUR
DEViCEs are no better
than a standard
GPs recEiveR that’s
vulnerable to ThreAts.

I can’t track
because I’ve
been hacked!

You didn’t
key me!

